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A connected algebraic group in characteristic 0 is uniquely
determined by its Lie algebra. In this paper algorithms are given
for constructing an algebraic group in characteristic 0, given its
Lie algebra. In particular, this leads to an algorithm for finding
a maximal reductive subgroup and the unipotent radical of an
algebraic group.
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1. Introduction
Due to a wide variety of applications of algebraic groups there is considerable interest in doing
computations with such groups. For example, Derksen et al. (2005) and Grunewald and Segal (1980)
contain both applications of algebraic groups and computational methods. A natural way to give
a linear algebraic group is by a set of polynomial equations. However, it is not easy to determine
properties of the group from these equations (for example,whether it is simple, solvable, or nilpotent).
A standardway to get around this is to study the Lie algebra of the group. This Lie algebra reflectsmany
of the properties of the group, and can therefore be used to get a picture of the structure of the group.
However, by looking at the Lie algebra alone it is for instance not possible to construct subgroups, such
as the unipotent radical, or amaximal reductive subgroup. The aim of this paper is to providemethods
for constructing such subgroups by taking the inverse route. In other words, we describe algorithms
for going back to the group from its Lie algebra.
For this a few restrictions are necessary. Firstly, in characteristic different from zero it is in general
not true that to a given linear Lie algebra corresponds a unique connected linear algebraic group. There
can be more than one. So we restrict to fields of characteristic zero. Second, since the Lie algebra
of an algebraic group is equal to the Lie algebra of the connected component of the identity, we
restrict to connected algebraic groups.We note that, also with these restrictions, not every Lie algebra
corresponds to an algebraic group. Lie algebras that do are called algebraic. There are methods to
decide whether or not a given Lie algebra is algebraic (cf. Fieker and de Graaf (2007)). So we assume
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that we have given a linear algebraic Lie algebra, and we want to construct the corresponding linear
algebraic group.
Now we state the problem more precisely. Throughout this paper we let F be a field and K an
algebraically closed field containing F . By R(n, F) we denote the polynomial ring F [x11, . . . , xnn] (n2
indeterminates). A subgroup G ⊂ GL(n, K) is said to be algebraic if there is a set of polynomials
S ⊂ R(n, K) such that G consists of the g ∈ GL(n, K) with f (g) = 0 for all f ∈ S. Let G be an
algebraic group, and let I(G) ⊂ R(n, K) be the ideal of all polynomials vanishing on G. Then G is said
to be defined over F if I(G) is generated by polynomials in R(n, F).
In this paper we take F to be a field of characteristic 0 (Q for example), and consider algebraic
groups that are defined over F . Since F is perfect, any subgroup ⊂ GL(n, K) defined as the vanishing
set of a set of polynomials in R(n, F) is automatically defined over F (cf. Humphreys (1975), Section 34
). We call a set S ⊂ R(n, F) such that G consists of all g where all elements of S vanish, a set of defining
polynomials for G. (We do not assume that they generate I(G).)
The Lie algebra g = Lie(G) of an algebraic group G ⊂ GL(n, K) is a subalgebra of gl(n, K)
(the Lie algebra of all n × n-matrices with coefficients in K ). Now if G is defined over F , then g is
a subalgebra of gl(n, F). So the problem that we consider is the following. Given an algebraic Lie
subalgebra g ⊂ gl(n, F), compute a set of defining polynomials (over F ) for the unique connected
subgroup G ⊂ GL(n, K) such that g = Lie(G).
The algorithm outlined in this paper consists of a few subalgorithms. In Section 2 we give an
algorithm for finding a semisimple subalgebra l ⊂ g, a toral subalgebra d ⊂ g and an ideal n ⊂ g
consisting of nilpotent matrices, such that g = l+ d+ n. The next three sections roughly follow this
decomposition. Section 3 contains an algorithm for constructing an algebraic group corresponding
to a reductive Lie algebra. However, here the output group is not guaranteed to be connected. In
Section 4 an algorithm is given for constructing the algebraic group corresponding to a Lie algebra
that consists of nilpotentmatrices. Let X ∈ g; then by G(X)we denote the smallest algebraic subgroup
of G such that its Lie algebra contains X . In Section 5 we give an algorithm for constructing G(X)
in case X is semisimple. Section 6 has an algorithm for putting the results of the algorithms of the
previous sections together; a method is described for constructing the smallest connected algebraic
group containing two given connected algebraic subgroups G1,G2 ⊂ GL(n, K). Now the general
approach to constructing an algebraic group Gwith Lie(G) = g, runs as follows. Since g is algebraic, it
is closed under Jordan decomposition. So g has a basis consisting of elements that are either nilpotent
or semisimple. So for every basis element X we can construct G(X). Let X, Y be two basis elements.
Then with the algorithm of Section 6 we can construct the smallest algebraic group H that contains
G(X) and G(Y ). The Lie algebra ofH is generated by X, Y . Thenwe take a third basis element Z , outside
of this subalgebra, and form the smallest algebraic group that contains H and G(Z). Continuing like
this eventually we find G. In practice one can of course use several shortcuts. For example, the group
corresponding to n is constructed by one call to the procedure of Section 4. Also, if the semisimple
subalgebra, l, is split, then the algorithmof Section 4 canbeused to construct the groups corresponding
to the subalgebras spanned by the positive and negative roots, respectively. Then one call to the
algorithm of Section 6 suffices to construct the entire group corresponding to l. Thirdly, if it does not
matter whether or not the group is connected, and g is reductive, then the group can be constructed
using the algorithm of Section 3.
Finally, the last section describes some experiences with an implementation of the algorithms in
the computer algebra systemMagma.
We remark that Sections 2–6 are independent of each other, and therefore can be read in any order.
2. Computing the structure of an algebraic Lie algebra
Let G ⊂ GL(n, K) be an algebraic group, defined over F . Set g = Lie(G). Let s denote the solvable
radical of g, and l a Levi subalgebra of g, and n the largest ideal of g consisting of nilpotent elements.
Then by Chevalley (1955), Chapter V, Section 4, Proposition 5 (see also Mostow (1956)), s has a
commutative subalgebra d consisting of semisimple elements, with the following properties
(1) s = d+ n (semidirect sum),
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(2) [l, d] = 0,
(3) n is the set consisting of all nilpotent elements of s.
There are algorithms to compute l and s (cf. de Graaf (2000)). In this section we describe how to
compute d and n.
For subalgebras a, b of g, we denote the centralizer of b in a by Ca(b). It consists of all x ∈ a such
that [x, b] = 0.
Lemma 1. Set h = Cs(d), the centralizer of d in s. Then h is a Cartan subalgebra of s, and h = d+ Cn(d).
Proof. Let x ∈ Cs(d). Then we can write x = y + z, where y ∈ d and z ∈ n. So for any u ∈ d we get
0 = [u, x] = [u, y]+[u, z] = [u, z]. It follows that z ∈ Cs(d). Hence h = d+Cn(d). Since n is nilpotent
and [d, Cn(d)] = 0 it also follows that h is nilpotent.
Now let x ∈ d. Then x is a semisimple linear transformation. This implies that also adx : s→ s is
semisimple. Hence Cs(d) = s0(add), where
s0(add) = {y ∈ s | (adx)dim s(y) = 0 for all x ∈ d}.
By Winter (1972), Theorem 4.4.4.8 every Cartan subalgebra of s0(add) is a Cartan subalgebra of s. But
as seen above h = s0(add) is nilpotent. So it is its own Cartan subalgebra. 
Lemma 2. Let h′ be a Cartan subalgebra of s. Then there is an abelian subalgebra d′ ⊂ s consisting of
semisimple elements, such that s = d′ + n (semidirect sum), and h′ = Cs(d′) = d′ + Cn(d′).
Proof. Let D be the group of automorphisms of s generated by exp(adx) for x ∈ [s, s]. Set h = Cs(d),
which is a Cartan subalgebra of s by Lemma 1. By Chevalley (1955), Chapter VI, Proposition 19, there is
a σ ∈ D such that σ(h) = h′. Set d′ = σ(d). In order to prove that d′ consists of semisimple elements
wemay assume that σ = exp(adx), for an x ∈ [s, s]. Then for u ∈ dwehave σ(u) = (exp x)u(exp x)−1
(by Jacobson (1979), Chapter IX, (38); note that [s, s] ⊂ n so exp(x) is a well-defined endomorphism).
So d′ is obtained from d by conjugation with a fixed automorphism, and hence consists of semisimple
elements. The other properties follow from the analogous properties of h and the fact that σ is an
automorphism. 
Let r be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra, and let a ⊂ r be a nilpotent subalgebra. Then r
has a Fitting decomposition with respect to the adjoint action of a (cf. Jacobson (1979) and de
Graaf (2000)). This decomposition is written r = r0(a) ⊕ r1(a). These are called the Fitting
0-component and Fitting 1-component, respectively. They are defined as r0(a) = {x ∈ r |
for all y ∈ a there is an i > 0 such that (ad(y))i(x) = 0}, and r1(a) = ∩i>0[ai, r], where by [ai, r] we
denote the space [a, [a, . . . , [a, r] · · · ]] (i factors a). Based on this there is a straightforward algorithm
for computing a basis of r1(a) (see de Graaf (2000)).
Lemma 3. Let h′ and d′ be as in the previous lemma. Let a1, . . . , ar be a basis of h′ and let ai = si + ni be
the Jordan decomposition of ai. Then d′ is spanned by s1, . . . , sr . Let s1(h′) be the Fitting 1-component of s
with respect to the adjoint action of h′. Then n is spanned by the ni along with s1(h′).
Proof. Let h ∈ h′; then by Lemma 2, there are s ∈ d′ and n ∈ Cn(d′) with h = s + n. But then s is
semisimple, n is nilpotent and [s, n] = 0. It follows that h = s+ n is the Jordan decomposition of h. In
particular, all si lie in d′ and all ni lie in Cn(d′). Also h =∑i αiai = (∑i αisi)+ (∑i αini). This implies
that
∑
i αisi = s and
∑
i αini = n. Therefore, the si span d′, and the ni span Cn(d′). Note that s0(h′) = h′
as h′ is a Cartan subalgebra of s (cf. Jacobson (1979), Chapter III, Proposition 1). Also s1(h′) ⊂ [s, s] ⊂ n.
Now s = d′ ⊕ Cn(d′) ⊕ s1(h′). The last two spaces are contained in n. Since we also have s = d′ + n
we get that n = Cn(d′)⊕ s1(h′), whence the last statement. 
We note that there are algorithms for computing a Cartan subalgebra of a Lie algebra of
characteristic 0 (cf. de Graaf (2000)). So the previous lemma yields a straightforward algorithm for
computing bases of d′ and n.
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3. The reductive case
In this section we suppose that we are given a reductive algebraic Lie algebra g ⊂ gl(n, F). This
means that g = l ⊕ d, where l is a semisimple Lie algebra, and d is an abelian Lie algebra, consisting
of semisimple matrices. In this section we describe an algorithm to construct a reductive algebraic
group G ⊂ GL(n, K), defined over F , such that Lie(G) = g. We do not require that G be connected.
The space of all n× n-matrices over K will be denotedMn(K). The ring of polynomial functions on
Mn(K) is denoted K [Mn(K)]. It is identified with the polynomial ring in n2 variables K [x11, . . . , xnn].
Now GL(n, K) acts onMn(K) by left multiplication. So it also acts on K [Mn(K)] by (g · f )(a) = f (g−1a),
where g ∈ GL(n, K), f ∈ K [Mn(K)], a ∈ Mn(K). By K [Mn(K)]G we denote the ring of invariants of
K [Mn(K)] under G; it consists of all f ∈ K [Mn(K)] such that g · f = f for all g ∈ G. Since G is reductive,
this ring is finitely-generated (cf. Borel (1969), Proposition 7.6(iii)).
Lemma 4. Let ψ1, . . . , ψr be generators of K [Mn(K)]G. Then
G = {g ∈ GL(n, K) | g · ψi = ψi for 1 ≤ i ≤ r}.
Proof. Let g ∈ GL(n, K) be such that gψi = ψi for 1 ≤ i ≤ r . Then gψ = ψ for all ψ ∈ K [Mn(K)]G.
Suppose that g 6∈ G. Consider the coset G1 = Gg−1. Then G and G1 are G-stable closed sets in
Mn(K). Moreover, since g 6∈ G we have G ∩ G1 = ∅. So by Borel (1969), Proposition 7.6(ii) there
is a ψ ∈ K [Mn(K)]G with ψ(G1) = {0} and ψ(G) = {1}. But then 0 = ψ(Ing−1) = ψ(g−1In) =
(g · ψ)(In) = ψ(In) = 1 (here In denotes the n × n identity matrix). This is a contradiction, and
therefore g ∈ G. The other inclusion is trivial. 
The Lie algebra of GL(n, K), gl(n, K), acts on K [Mn(K)] by the differential of the GL(n, K)-action.
For linear polynomials f ∈ K [Mn(K)]we have (u· f )(a) = f (−ua)where u ∈ gl(n, K), a ∈ Mn(K). This
action is then extended to the whole of K [Mn(K)] by requiring that u ∈ gl(n, K) act as a derivation.
More precisely we have
u · f =
n∑
i,j=1
(u · xij) ∂ f
∂xij
.
We note that if G is connected, then f ∈ K [Mn(K)] is invariant under G if and only if g · f = 0
((Chevalley, 1951), Chapter III, Section 9, Corollary 5). The next lemma follows immediately from
Chevalley (1955), Chapter III, Section 9, Corollary 2.
Lemma 5. Let ψ1, . . . , ψs ∈ K [Mn(K)] be such that g = {u ∈ gl(n, K) | u · ψi = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ s}. Set
G˜ = {g ∈ GL(n, K) | gψi = ψi for 1 ≤ i ≤ s}. Then G˜ is an algebraic group with Lie(˜G) = g.
Remark 6. Wenote that it is not guaranteed that G˜ is connected. Indeed, letψ = (det(xij))2. Then the
Lie algebra consisting of u ∈ gl(n, K)with u ·ψ = 0 is equal to sl(n, K). However the group consisting
of g ∈ GL(n, K) with g · ψ = ψ is equal to the group of all g ∈ GL(n, K) with det(g)2 = 1. This last
group has two connected components.
Based on these observations we have the following algorithm.
Algorithm 1. Input: a reductive algebraic Lie algebra g ⊂ gl(n, F).
Output: defining polynomials in R(n, F) for a reductive algebraic group G ⊂ GL(n, K)with Lie(G) = g.
(1) Set A = ∅, and g′ = gl(n, F), and d = 1.
(2) Add to A all homogeneous ψ ∈ F [Mn(F)] of degree dwith u · ψ = 0 for all u ∈ g.
(3) Replace g′ by the Lie algebra {u ∈ gl(n, F) | u · ψ = 0 for all ψ ∈ A}.
(4) If g = g′ then go to the next step. Otherwise increase d by 1 and return to Step 2.
(5) Return the polynomial equations on the entries of g ∈ GL(n, K) that derive from g ·ψ = ψ for all
ψ ∈ A.
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Proof. We note that since G is defined over F , there are generators of the invariant ring with
coefficients in F . Hence all calculations can be done over F . Note also that step 2 boils down to solving
a system of linear equations with coefficients in F . Since the invariant ring is generated by a finite
number of homogeneous invariants, at some point the iteration in steps 2 to 4 stops (cf. Lemma 4).
Moreover, the output is correct by Lemma 5. 
Remark 7. The example of Remark 6 does not work for the algorithm, because it finds the invariants
of lowest degree that define the Lie algebra. However, let g be the simple Lie algebra of type B2 in its
5-dimensional representation. Then aMagma implementation of Algorithm 1 (cf. Section 7) returned
a non-connected group.
4. The nilpotent case
Let L ⊂ gl(n, F) be a matrix Lie algebra consisting of nilpotent matrices. Then L is an algebraic Lie
algebra ((Chevalley, 1955), Chapter V, Proposition 14). By G(L) ⊂ GL(n, K) we denote the connected
algebraic group having Lie algebra L. We consider the problem of finding defining polynomials for
G(L).
By Lie’s theorem ((Jacobson, 1979), Chapter II, Section 6), L can be conjugated into a subalgebra of
the Lie algebra of strictly upper triangular matrices. So we assume that L is upper triangular. Themain
idea here is to use the following theorem by Chevalley ((Chevalley, 1955), Chapter V, Proposition 17).
Theorem 8 (Chevalley). Let L ⊂ gl(n, F) be a Lie algebra consisting of nilpotent matrices. Let x1, . . . , xm
be a basis of L such that xi, . . . , xm span a subalgebra Li of L, and such that Li+1 is an ideal in Li. Then every
element of G(L) can uniquely be written as exp(t1x1) · · · exp(tmxm) for certain ti ∈ K.
For our purposes we will need a basis that satisfies some additional properties. For a ring Rwe let
M(R) be the associative algebra consisting of all strictly upper triangular matrices with coefficients in
R. Moreover, for k ≥ 1,M(R)k will be the subalgebra spanned by the eij with j− i ≥ k (here eij is the
matrix with 1 on position (i, j) and zeroes elsewhere). We set Lk = L ∩M(F)k. Then the Lk are ideals
of Lwith [Lk, Ll] ⊂ Lk+l. Let c be such that Lc 6= 0 but Lc+1 = 0. Let x1, . . . , xm be a basis of Lwith the
following properties. Firstly there are 1 = r1 ≤ r2 ≤ · · · ≤ rc such that xrk , xrk+1, . . . , xm is a basis of
Lk. Secondly, the elements xrk , . . . , xrk+1−1 are ‘‘echelonised’’: for each xt with rk ≤ t ≤ rk+1− 1 there
is an (i, j)with j− i = k such that xt(i, j) 6= 0, but xs(i, j) = 0 if s 6= t . In what follows we call such a
basis a good basis. We note that it satisfies the requirements of Theorem 8.
Lemma 9. Let x1, . . . , xm be a good basis of L. Let T1, . . . , Tm be indeterminates and set A =
exp(T1x1) · · · exp(Tmxm). Let 1 ≤ s ≤ m, and let r be such that xs ∈ Lr \ Lr+1. Then there are k, l
with l − k = r and A(k, l) = αsTs + ps(T1, . . . , Ts−1), where ps is a polynomial in s − 1 variables and
αs ∈ F , αs 6= 0.
Proof. For 1 ≤ ν ≤ mwe set Aν = (exp Tνxν) · · · (exp Tmxm). By descending induction we show that
for ν = m,m − 1, . . . , 1 the following holds: if l − k = p ≥ 1 then Aν(k, l) ∈ F [T1, . . . , Tri−1],
where i is minimal such that xri , . . . , xm belong to L
p+1. For ν = m this clearly holds, if we set
rc+1 = m + 1 (then we get i = c + 1). Now supposing that it holds for Aν , we show it for Aν−1.
Note that Aν−1(k, l) =∑nj=1(exp Tν−1xν−1)(k, j)Aν(j, l). Hence
Aν−1(k, l) = Aν(k, l)+
∑
k<j<l
(exp Tν−1xν−1)(k, j)Aν(j, l)+ (exp Tν−1xν−1)(k, l). (1)
Let k < j < l. Then l − j < l − k, and therefore Aν(j, l) ∈ F [T1, . . . , Trq−1], where q ≤ i. Let
t be such that xν−1 ∈ Lt \ Lt+1. If p ≥ t then xν−1 6∈ Lp+1, hence ri > ν − 1 and therefore
(exp Tν−1xν−1)(k, l) ∈ F [T1, . . . , Tri−1]. On the other hand, if p < t then (exp Tν−1xν−1)(k, l) = 0.
So the statement follows for Aν−1.
Now we show the statement of the lemma for Aν instead of A, and ν ≤ s ≤ m. Again we use
descending induction, the case ν = m being obvious. Again we use (1) for the induction step. If
ν ≤ s ≤ m, then by induction there are k, l with l − k = r and Aν(k, l) = αsTs + p(T1, . . . , Ts−1). By
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the first part of the proof Aν(j, l) ∈ F [T1, . . . , Tri−1]with iminimal such that xri , . . . , xm ∈ Lt+1, where
t = l− j < r . But since xs ∈ Lt+1 it follows that ri − 1 < s. Hence Aν−1(k, l) = αsTs + p˜(T1, . . . , Ts−1),
where p˜ is a polynomial in s−1 variables. If s = ν−1 thenwe let t bemaximal with xν−1, . . . , xt ∈ Lr
(so xt+1, . . . , xm formabasis of Lr+1). ThenAν−1 = In+Tν−1xν−1+· · ·+Ttxt modM(F [T1, . . . , Tm])r+1.
So by the echelon properties of the basis we can find k, l such that xν−1(k, l) = αν−1 6= 0 and
xi(k, l) = 0 for i = ν + 1, . . . , t . 
Now we state the algorithm. From Section 1 we recall that R(n, F) = F [x11, . . . , xnn]. For p ∈
R(n, F) and an n× n-matrix Awe write p(A) = p(A(1, 1), . . . , A(n, n)).
Algorithm 2. Input: a Lie algebra N ⊂ gl(n, F) consisting of nilpotent matrices.
Output: defining polynomials for G(N).
(1) Compute an n× n-matrix U such that L = UNU−1 is in upper triangular form.
(2) Compute a good basis x1, . . . , xm of L.
(3) Let T1, . . . , Tm be indeterminates and compute A = exp(T1x1) · · · exp(Tmxm).
(4) For 1 ≤ i ≤ m compute si, ti with A(si, ti) = αiTi + pi(T1, . . . , Ti−1), where αi ∈ F \ {0} and
pi ∈ F [T1, . . . , Ti−1].
(5) Using the expressions obtained in the previous step compute polynomials Pi ∈ R(n, F) with
Ti = Pi(A).
(6) Let ϕ : F [T1, . . . , Tm] → R(n, F) be the homomorphism induced by the substitution Ti 7→ Pi.
(7) For 1 ≤ s, t ≤ n set ψs,t = xs,t − ϕ(A(s, t)).
(8) Let X = (xij) be the n × n-matrix containing the indeterminates xij. Return the set consisting of
ψs,t(UXU−1) for 1 ≤ s, t ≤ n.
Proof. We first prove the correctness of the algorithm. For this we claim that theψs,t define G(L), i.e.,
G(L) = {a ∈ GL(n, K) | ψs,t(a) = 0 for all s, t}.
To see this, let a ∈ G(L). Then by Theorem8 there are t1, . . . , tm ∈ K with a = exp(t1x1) · · · exp(tmxm).
This implies that ti = Pi(a). We define two evaluation maps: e1 : R(n, K) → K by e1(xst) = a(s, t),
and e2 : K [T1, . . . , Tm] → K by e2(Ti) = ti. Then e1 ◦ ϕ(Ti) = ti = e2(Ti). Hence e2 = e1 ◦ ϕ. Now
ψs,t(a) = e1(ψs,t) = a(s, t) − e1(ϕ(A(s, t))) = a(s, t) − e2(A(s, t)) = 0. Hence a lies in the set on
the right-hand side. Conversely, let a ∈ GL(n, K) be such that ψs,t(a) = 0 for all s, t . Again define
e1 : R(n, K) → K by e1(xst) = a(s, t). Then ψs,t(a) = 0 translates to a(s, t) = e1(ϕ(A(s, t)). Hence
a = e1(ϕ(A)). Set ti = e1(ϕ(Ti)). Then a = e1(ϕ(A)) = exp(t1x1) · · · exp(tmxm). In other words,
a ∈ G(L).
We note that G(L) = UG(N)U−1. Let a ∈ GL(n, K) then a ∈ G(N) if and only if UaU−1 ∈ G(L) if and
only if ψs,t(UaU−1) = 0 for all s, t . So the output of the algorithm is correct.
Now we show that all steps are computable. In order to compute U we consider the natural N-
module, V = F n. We let V1 = {v ∈ V | N · v = 0}; then V1 6= 0 by Lie’s theorem. For k > 1 we set
Vk = {v ∈ V | N · v ∈ Vk−1}; then Vk 6= 0 by Lie’s theorem applied to the L-module V/Vk−1. It follows
that there is an r > 0 such that V = Vr . We now construct a basis v1, . . . , vn of V such that v1, . . . , vsi
forms a basis of Vi. With respect to this basis, N acts by upper triangular matrices. So we immediately
get a matrix U the required property.
Then computing a good basis of L is straightforward. The si, ti of Step 4 exist by Lemma 9, and
can easily be found. We have P1 = 1α1 xs1,t1 . If the P1, . . . , Pi−1 are constructed, then Pi = 1αi (xsi,ti −
pi(P1, . . . , Pi−1)). The remaining steps are straightforward to carry out. 
Example 10. Let L ⊂ gl(4,Q) have basis x1 = −e2,3, x2 = e1,2 − e3,4, x3 = e1,3 + e2,4, x4 = e1,4. We
note that this is a good basis. Then
exp(T1x1) · · · exp(T4x4) =
1 T2 T3 T4 + T2T30 1 −T1 T3 + T1T20 0 1 −T2
0 0 0 1
 .
So we get the substitution T1 7→ −x2,3, T2 7→ x1,2, T3 7→ x1,3, T4 7→ x1,4 − x1,2x1,3. The polynomials
that we find are the ‘‘obvious’’ ones xi,j for i > j, xi,i−1, along with x3,4+ x1,2 and x2,4− x1,3+ x1,2x2,3.
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Remark 11. In Grunewald and Segal (1980) a different method is given. It works as follows. Let
pi ∈ R(n, F) for 1 ≤ i ≤ m be the linear polynomials that define N as a linear subspace of gl(n, F). Let
X = (xij) be the matrix consisting of the indeterminates xij. Then G(N) is defined by the polynomial
equations
(X − 1)n = 0 and pi(log∗(X)) for 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
where log∗(X) = −∑n−1i=1 i−1(1 − X)i. However, the resulting polynomials are all of degree
n − 1, or n. For larger n it is rather difficult to construct these polynomials. We constructed the
following example. Let g be the simple Lie algebra of type A3. This Lie algebra has a 10-dimensional
irreducible representation. Let x1, . . . , x6 denote the matrices of the positive root vectors of g in this
representation, and let N be the space spanned by them.We tried to construct the above polynomials
in Magma. But the system crashed when it exceeded the limit of 2 GB of memory. The Magma
implementation of Algorithm 2 takes about 0.1 s to compute defining polynomials for the same
example.
5. The case of a torus
Let X ∈ gl(n, F) be a semisimple matrix. By G(X) we denote the smallest algebraic subgroup of
GL(n, K) such that its Lie algebra contains X . In this section we consider the problem of obtaining
defining polynomials for G(X). We will describe an algorithm based on the following theorem.
Theorem 12 (Chevalley). Let αi, . . . , αn ∈ K be the eigenvalues of X. Let A ∈ GL(n, K) be such that
AXA−1 = diag(α1, . . . , αn). Denote this last matrix by Y . Set
Λ =
{
(e1, . . . , en) ∈ Zn |
n∑
i=1
αiei = 0
}
.
Then
G(Y ) =
{
diag(c1, . . . , cn) | ci ∈ K and
∏
i
ceii = 1 for all (e1, . . . , en) ∈ Λ
}
.
Furthermore, G(X) = A−1G(Y )A.
The first statement is Chevalley (1951), Chapter II, Proposition 2. The second statement is
immediate.
The first step in our algorithm will be to construct a finite extension F ′ ⊃ F containing the
eigenvalues αi. Then by linear algebra we can construct a basis of the space
ΛQ =
{
(e1, . . . , en) ∈ Qn |
n∑
i=1
αiei = 0
}
.
From this we want to get a basis of Λ. First of all, multiplying by suitable scalars we get a basis B
of ΛQ whose elements have integral coordinates. By B we also denote the m × n-matrix having the
elements of B as rows. Let S be the Smith normal form of B (cf. Sims (1994)). This means that we have
unimodular matrices P,Q such that PBQ = S, with
S =
d1 0 · · · 0. . .
dm 0 · · · 0
 ,
where the di are positive integers.
Lemma 13. B is a basis ofΛ if and only if all di are equal to 1.
Proof. Suppose that all di = 1. LetΛ′ ⊂ Zn be the subgroup generated by B. Then there is a surjective
homomorphism f : Zn → Zn−m with kernelΛ′ (Sims, 1994, Proposition 3.3 of Chapter 8). Let v ∈ Λ,
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and write v as a linear combination of elements of Bwith rational coefficients. After multiplying by a
suitable integer s we see that sv ∈ Λ′. But then 0 = f (sv) = sf (v). Hence f (v) = 0 and v ∈ Λ′. We
conclude thatΛ = Λ′.
Now suppose that B is a basis ofΛ. We have a surjective homomorphism f : Zn → Z/d1Z⊕ · · · ⊕
Z/dmZ ⊕ Zn−m, with kernel Λ. Suppose that i is such that di > 1. Then there is a v ∈ Zn such that
f (v) 6= 0 but f (div) = 0. In other words, div ∈ Λ. But then v ∈ Λ, and we have a contradiction. 
Note that B = P−1SQ−1. This means that di times the ith row of Q−1 lies in the span of B, and hence
inΛ. Therefore, the ith row of Q−1 itself lies inΛ, for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Set
S ′ =
1 0 · · · 0. . .
1 0 · · · 0
 ,
and A = P−1S ′Q−1. Then the rows of A belong to Λ, and form a basis of ΛQ. Moreover, the Smith
normal form of A is S ′. Hence by Lemma 13, the rows of A form a basis of Λ. We remark that there
are efficient algorithms for computing the matrices P,Q (see Sims (1994)). Hence we can compute a
basis ofΛ, given a basis ofΛQ.
Let AI(X) be the associative algebra with one generated by X . Then AI(X) is spanned by
In, X, X2, . . . , X t , where t + 1 is the degree of the minimal polynomial of X . (Here In denotes the
n × n-identity matrix.) By Chevalley (1951), Section 13, Theorem 10, G(X) ⊂ AI(X). Let αi, Y be as
in Theorem 12. We note that the minimal polynomial of a semisimple matrix is the square free part
of its characteristic polynomial. In particular, it does not depend on the base field, but only on the
coefficients of the matrix. So AI(Y ) is spanned by In, Y , . . . , Y t .
Let y =∑ti=0 δiY i ∈ AI(Y ). Then by y(k, k) we denote the entry on position (k, k). By Theorem 12
we have that y ∈ G(Y ) if and only if ∏k y(k, k)ek = 1 for (e1, . . . , en) in a basis of Λ. Now set
e′k = ek if ek ≥ 0, and e′k = 0 otherwise. Also e′′k = e′k − ek. Then
∏
k y(k, k)
ek = 1 if and only if∏
k y(k, k)
e′k =∏k y(k, k)e′′k . In this we substitute y(k, k) =∑i δiαik. This yields a polynomial equation
for the δi with coefficients in F ′. By writing the coefficients as linear combinations of a basis of F ′ over
F , we get polynomials p1, . . . , ps, pk ∈ F [T0, . . . , Tt ], with the property that∏k y(k, k)ek = 1 if and
only if pi(δ0, . . . , δt) = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ s. Let h1, . . . , hm be the totality of these polynomials that we get
when we let (e1, . . . , en) run through a basis ofΛ. Then y ∈ G(Y ) if and only if hi(δ0, . . . , δt) = 0 for
1 ≤ i ≤ m.
Note that y ∈ G(Y ) if and only if A−1yA ∈ G(X) (where A is as in Theorem 12). But A−1yA =∑i δiX i.
We conclude that
∑
i δiX
i ∈ G(X) if and only if hi(δ0, . . . , δt) = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
We summarise these findings in the following algorithm:
Algorithm 3. Input: a semisimple matrix X ∈ gl(n, F).
Output: defining polynomials for G(X).
(1) Construct a finite extension F ′ ⊃ F containing the eigenvalues of X .
(2) Compute a basis ofΛ.
(3) Construct polynomials h1, . . . , hm ∈ F [T0, . . . , Tt ] with the property that∑i δiX i ∈ G(X) if and
only if hi(δ0, . . . , δt) = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
(4) SetM =∑ti=0 TiX i and let αkij ∈ F be such that Tk =∑ij αkijM(i, j).
(5) Let xij for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n be indeterminates, and consider the substitution Tk 7→ ∑ij αkijxij. Let
ϕ : F [T0, . . . , Tt ] → R(n, F) be the corresponding ring homomorphism.
(6) Let g1, . . . , gr ∈ R(n, F) be linear polynomials with the property that a ∈ gl(n, F) lies in AI(X) if
and only if gi(a) = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ r .
(7) Return {g1, . . . , gr} ∪ {ϕ(h1), . . . , ϕ(hm)}.
Proof. Steps 1, 2, and 3 have already been commented on. Since the X i for 0 ≤ i ≤ t are linearly
independent, the coefficients αkij in Step 4 exist (but they are not necessarily unique). Let a = (aij) ∈
GL(n, F) be such that gi(a) = 0 for all i. Then a ∈ AI(X) so a =∑i δiX i. By substituting Tk 7→ δk in the
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equation Tk =∑ij αkijM(i, j)we see that δk =∑i,j αkijaij. It follows that a ∈ G(X) if and only if
hr
(∑
ij
α0ijaij, . . . ,
∑
ij
αtijaij
)
= 0
for 1 ≤ r ≤ m. But this is equivalent to ϕ(hr)(a) = 0 for 1 ≤ r ≤ m. We conclude that this algorithm
returns defining polynomials for G(X). 
Example 14. Let
X =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
.
Then AI(X) is spanned by I2, X . The eigenvalues of X are i,−i, and hence Λ is spanned by (1, 1). Let
Y = diag(i,−i) and y = δ0I2 + δ1Y , then y(1, 1) = δ0 + δ1i, y(2, 2) = δ0 − δ1i. Since dimΛ = 1,
there is only one equation that needs to be satisfied, i.e., y(1, 1)y(2, 2) = 1, or δ20 + δ21 = 1. Now
M = T0I + T1X =
(
T0 T1
−T1 T0
)
.
Sowe get the substitution T0 = x11 and T1 = x12. The equation above then transforms to x211+x212−1 =
0. Furthermore, the linear equations of Step 6 of the algorithm are x21 + x12 = 0, x11 − x22 = 0.
6. The algebraic group generated by two subgroups
Let G1,G2 ⊂ GL(n, K) be two algebraic groups defined over F . Let G ⊂ GL(n, K) be the smallest
algebraic group containing both G1 and G2. Then also G is defined over F (this follows for example
from the algorithm given below). We consider the problem of finding a set of defining polynomials in
R(n, F) for G.
First we note that the multiplication map · : GL(n, K) × GL(n, K) → GL(n, K) is a morphism
of algebraic varieties. Using Gröbner basis techniques we can compute the Zariski closure of the
image of this morphism (see, e.g., Greuel and Pfister (2002), Section 1.8.3). This algorithm only uses
operations in the base field. Hence the closure of the image of a variety defined over F is defined
over F as well. So we can compute defining polynomials in R(n, F) for the Zariski closure G1G2 of the
set G1G2 = {g1g2 | gi ∈ Gi}. Now from Chevalley (1951) (Chapter II, Section 7, Corollary 3, cf. also
Humphreys (1975) Proposition 7.5), we have the following theorem.
Theorem 15 (Chevalley). Let G1, . . . ,Gs be connected algebraic subgroups of GL(n, K). Then the group
H generated by G1, . . . ,Gs is algebraic and connected. Moreover, there exists an m > 0 such that every
element of H can be written as a product of m elements, each belonging to a Gi.
This leads to the following algorithm for computing G:
Algorithm 4. Input: algebraic subgroups G1,G2 ⊂ GL(n, K).
Output: defining polynomials for the smallest algebraic subgroup of GL(n, K) containing G1,G2.
(1) Let G be the trivial subgroup of GL(n, K).
(2) Set G′ := G.
(3) Set G′ := G′G1.
(4) Set G′ := G′G2.
(5) If G′ 6= G then set G := G′ and return to 2. Otherwise return G.
Proof. We show that the algorithm is correct and that it terminates. Let H be the group generated
by G1,G2. The identity is always contained in G′. Secondly, if in a round of the iteration G′ does not
change then G′G1 = G′ = G′G2. We claim that this implies that G′ = H . It is obvious that G′ ⊂ H .
Let g ′ ∈ G′, and g ∈ G1. Then g ′g ∈ G′G1, and consequently g ′g ∈ G′. In the same way we see that
g ′g ∈ G′ if g ∈ G2. Let h ∈ H . Then by Theorem 15, h can be written as a product of elements from
G1 ∪ G2. It follows that g ′h ∈ G′ for all g ′ ∈ G′ and h ∈ H . So since 1 ∈ G′ we conclude that H ⊂ G′.
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After k rounds of the iteration G1G2 · · ·G1G2 (k factors G1G2) is a subset of G. So by Theorem 15
there is anm > 0 such that afterm rounds of the iteration we have G = H . But then G′ will not change
in the next round of the iteration, and the algorithm terminates. 
Remark 16. In each round of the iteration of steps 2 to 5 the dimension of G will increase. (Since G
is always connected.) Therefore the number of iterations is bounded by the dimension of the group
generated by G1 and G2.
7. Comments on practical performance
We have implemented all algorithms described in this paper in the computer algebra system
Magma (Bosma et al., 1997). In this section we make some remarks on their practical performance.
The timings reported here have been obtained on a 2 GHz processor, with 2 GB of memory.
First of all the algorithm of Section 2 only uses linear algebra and therefore works for Lie algebras
of dimensions into the hundreds. For example, let Ln ⊂ gl(n,Q) be the Lie algebra spanned by all
upper triangular matrices (including the diagonal), along with e2,1 (which has a 1 on position (2, 1)
and zeros elsewhere). For L16 and L19, with respective dimensions 137 and 191, the algorithm needed
43 and 150 s, respectively.
The algorithm for computing equations for an algebraic group corresponding to a reductive Lie
algebra g ⊂ gl(n, F) (Section 3) uses linear algebra to compute invariants in a space spanned by all
monomials of degree d in n2 variables, for d = 1, 2, . . . . The dimension of this space is n2d
(n2+d−1
d−1
)
. So
for higher d and n the algorithmwill have problems.We computed groups corresponding to the image
of some irreducible representations of simple Lie algebras. For the 5-dimensional representation of the
Lie algebra of type A1 the algorithm needed 12 s, and invariants of degree≤ 3. For the 5-dimensional
representation of the Lie algebra of type B2, 4 s were needed, and invariants of degree≤ 2. However,
for the 6-dimensional representation of the Lie algebra of typeA2 invariants of degree≥ 3 are required.
But the space of all monomials of degree 3 in 36 variables is 8436. Therefore the algorithm did not
terminate in this case.
The algorithm for computing defining polynomials for the unipotent group corresponding to a
Lie algebra consisting of nilpotent matrices of Section 4 uses only simple linear algebra along with
polynomial arithmetic. So it can be used for quite high dimensions. It seems that the algorithm only
has problems if the resulting polynomials do not fit into memory. We tried the algorithm for Lie
algebras that arise as the image of the positive part of a simple Lie algebrawith respect to an irreducible
representation. For example, the smallest irreducible representation of the Lie algebra of type F4 has
dimension 26. The corresponding unipotent group is computed in 7 s. However, the polynomials
resulting from the adjoint representation of dimension 52, did not fit into the available memory (2
GB). The unipotent group corresponding to the 64-dimensional representation of the Lie algebra of
type G2 is constructed in 38 s.
The algorithmof Section 5 requires the construction of the splitting field of theminimal polynomial
of the input matrix. This step dominates the running time of the algorithm. If this splitting field has
low degree then the algorithm has no problems.
The algorithm of Section 6 uses Gröbner bases as its main workhorse. Therefore it is rather prob-
lematic in practice, and only small examples can be computed. Again we computed examples starting
from irreducible representations of simple Lie algebras. We let G1 and G2 be the unipotent groups
corresponding to the positive and negative parts of the Lie algebra, respectively. Then the algorithm
computes defining polynomials for the entire simple group. For the 3-dimensional representation of
the Lie algebra of type A1, 2 s were needed. However, the 4-dimensional representation of that same
Lie algebra led to Gröbner basis computations that did not terminate within the available memory.
For the 4-dimensional representation of the Lie algebra of type B2, 174 s were needed.
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